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Could J.T. Miller End Up Traded To A Metropolitan Division Team? 

As September draws near, there's no sign of progress in 
contract extension talks between the Vancouver Canucks 
and J.T. Miller. What's next for the 29-year-old forward? 

By Lyle Richardson 

As September draws near, there's no sign of progress in 
contract extension talks between the Vancouver Canucks 
and J.T. Miller. If an agreement isn't reached soon, recent 
rumors claim the 29-year-old center is drawing interest from 
some Metropolitan Division teams. 

After speaking with four NHL general managers, Vancouver 
Hockey Now's Rob Simpson reported at least two 
Metropolitan Division teams are interested in Miller. He 
subsequently suggested the New Jersey Devils and Carolina 
Hurricanes as potential trade partners.  

The Devils already have two top centers in Jack Hughes and 
Nico Hischier but Miller could skate alongside one of them as 
a left wing. Simpson suggested Damon Severson as part of 
the return given the Canucks' need for a young right-side 
defenseman,. 

Like Miller, the 28-year-old Severson is slated to become an 
unrestricted free agent next July. The Canucks would likely 
want assurances that he'd agree to a contract extension 
before acquiring him.  

Simpson also proposed a package of a first-rounder, young 
winger Martin Necas and a right-shot defenseman like Brett 
Pesce or Ethan Bear from the Hurricanes. However, they 
recently acquired rearguard Brent Burns and left winger Max 
Pacioretty, though the latter is sidelined until February with a 
torn Achilles tendon. They also signed veteran center Paul 
Stastny last week.  

The New York Islanders attempted to acquire Miller at this 
year's draft but the deal fell through. NYI Hockey Now's 
Stefen Rosner believes they should acquire him before the 
start of the season.  

Rosner proposed a package with Scott Mayfield and 
prospect Samuel Bolduc as part of the deal. However, it 
would likely take the inclusion of a gifted young blueliner 
Noah Dobson in the deal to tempt the Canucks into shipping 
Miller to the Islanders.
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What does Paul Stastny bring to the Canes? 

The 36-year-old forward adds depth and versatility to the 
Hurricanes’ lineup. 

By Ryan Henkel 

Loading your audio article 

Paul Stastny 2021-22 Stats 

 21 goals and 45 points in 71 games 

 PP: 4 goals and 8 points 

 Average TOI: 14:43 EV; 1:44 PP; 1:20 SH 

 Advanced Stats: 52.37 CF%; 53.05 xG%; 56.38 
GF%; 59.62 HDGF% 

Other Notables 

 2006-07 NHL All-Rookie Team 

 2006-07 Calder Trophy Finalist (Jordan Staal was 
also a finalist) 

 Career Playoffs: 26 goals and 69 points in 103 
games 

The Carolina Hurricanes continued their impressive 
offseason by signing veteran center Paul Stastny to a one 
year, $1.5 million deal. 

It’s clear that the Hurricanes are targeting veteran and 
complimentary pieces to play with their talented core and 
Stastny is just yet another addition that will push the team to 
be that much better. 

And it’s also clear the reason why Stastny chose Carolina: to 
win it all. 

“We had a lot of different options on the table,” Stastny said. 
“That’s one thing you’ve got to think about. I’ve been 
fortunate to play long enough that it’s not about the dollars 
and cents. I think it’s just winning. It’s a chance to win. I think 
that’s what everyone wants. It’s so hard. The last two years 
they’ve been pretty close to winning. I just like the 
combination they have of skill, speed, strength. It’s a mix of 
younger guys who are hungry and older guys who want to 
win as well and I think it’s a coach who understands how to 
win.” 

Stastny is a versatile forward who can play both center and 
wing and has moved around in each role throughout his 16 
year NHL career. 

The 36-year-old Canadian had a bit of a resurgence last 
season in Winnipeg, putting up his highest goal total (21) 
since the 2013-14 season when he scored 25 goals with the 
Colorado Avalanche.  

His 45 total points was also his highest since 2017-18 when 
he registered 53 points. 

“It’s more about creating chances,” Stastny said about his 
resurgence. “Sometimes you’re scoring goals when you 
shouldn’t be scoring goals, and sometimes you’re not scoring 
goals when you should be scoring goals. As long as you’re 
creating those chances, over the course of the year the law 
of averages always kind of gives and you’re going to get 
those opportunities. In today’s game I think you have so 
much skill where a lot of guys can score nice highlight-reel 
goals, and I’ve never been that guy. I always kind of find a 
way to get the front to the net and time the puck. When you 
look at all the goals in my career, I’m sure the majority of 
them are within 3 or 4 feet of the net. You’ve got to go to the 
hard areas to get goals.” 

Stastny hasn’t been a stat sheet buster outside of a couple 
years at the start of his NHL career – his highest career goal 
total came in his rookie season and highest point total came 
in his fourth NHL season – but he brings solid and 
dependable production along with a 200-foot game. 

Even on a disappointing Winnipeg Jets team, Stastny still 
posted strong possession and shot metrics which should 
translate to even better results on a deeper and more 
talented Carolina roster, even if he plays further down the 
lineup and with more minutes. 

While not the fastest skater or most talented stickhandler, 
Stastny acts well as a bumper slot or one-touch guy, who 
sets the puck up for his teammates to get them into better 
positions. He also has a strong feel for open areas around 
the net, being able to float into those areas unmarked. 

Another area that Stastny excels in is faceoffs, having a 
career faceoff win percentage of 54.1% and never having 
had a single season below 50%, something head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour will certainly love. 

Losing a right-handed faceoff guy in Vincent Trocheck leaves 
the Canes with pretty much only lefties in the faceoff dot, but 
even despite that, the strong results of the centers on the 
Canes’ roster should allow them to keep that edge. 

There are a few potential spots in the lineup where Stastny 
could draw in and most of them depend on how the rest of 
the roster performs.  

For starters, Stastny is more than likely to start at the wing 
on either the third line with Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast as 
a defensive specialist trio or even down on a fourth line to 
provide some tremendous depth and scoring touch to the 
bottom six. 

However, if neither Jesperi Kotkaniemi or Martin Necas can 
live up to the task of 2C, then Stastny can draw in and fill that 
void as he has throughout his career. 
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That’s betting on a fully healthy roster as well, and in the 
case of injury, Stastny can honestly fill in on most any line. 

Stastny is primarily an even-strength player, with his best 
results coming at 5-on-5, but he could see time on the power 
play or penalty kill.  

Primarily a net-front guy, Stastny could bring that nose-for-
the-net attitude to the second power play unit, even if he 
hasn’t had the strongest results on the man-advantage. 

It can also be expected to see Stastny draw in on the penalty 
kill as Brind’Amour is a fan of using all of his centers and a 
majority of his players on the penalty kill. 

At the end of the day, Stastny is a cost-effective, proven 
depth forward who brings a veteran presence to the locker 
room and a hunger to try and win a cup before he hangs up 
the skates.

  

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://thehockeynews.com/news/could-j-t-miller-end-up-traded-to-a-metropolitan-division-team 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/8/30/23320062/what-does-paul-stastny-bring-to-the-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-free-agency 
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The 1972 Summit Series, 50 years later: Inside the new documentary on 
Canada’s great hockey triumph 

 

Sean Fitz-Gerald 

 

Canadians have been talking about the same eight hockey games for 50 
years. There are books that explore their political importance, and others 
that examine their impact on the ice. There are picture books, and books 
promising untold stories next to books with stories happily retold. 

There are documentaries, and there is a melodrama based on 
documented events. Games from the 1972 Summit Series are available 
online, but Canadians of a certain age can already recite the climactic 
call by heart: “Henderson has scored for Canada!” 

Paul Henderson scored with 34 seconds remaining in the eighth and final 
game to lift Canada to a win in its first best-on-best meeting with the 
Soviet Union. Schoolchildren watched on television screens wheeled into 
gymnasiums and businesses across the country ground briefly to a halt. 
(The actual size of the Canadian viewing audience on Sept. 28, 1972, 
became more legend than fact.) 

It was a national celebration. It was Canadian hockey Woodstock. 

To mark the 50th anniversary this year, a group of filmmakers is aiming 
to strike a balance between the ritual celebration with the fact Canada is 
changing at a faster pace than the game it has embraced. New voices, 
layered context and a flash of modern commentary have been added to 
the old story. 

The four-part documentary series will debut on the CBC and CBC Gem 
on Sept. 14, with the one-hour installments then rolling out on 
consecutive Wednesdays. The Summit Series is not as clear a narrative 
as it might once have appeared, and the passage of time — along with 
one jail sentence — has complicated the discussion the filmmakers have 
around Canada’s most celebrated sporting triumph. 

How do you approach a story as big as 1972? 

“With no small amount of trepidation,” said series producer Nicholas de 
Pencier. 

Even at 55, the Toronto-based filmmaker is just barely old enough to 
have living memory of the Series, which ended three months before his 
sixth birthday. He was still in post-production on the documentary 
heading into the final days of August. 

“For certain generations and demographics, this will be quite nostalgic,” 
he said. “We put in some of the cheesy old ads, and we put in some of 
the culture of the time, and archive that isn’t hockey.” 

On the day of Game 8, he said the CBC dispatched crews across the 
country to document how ordinary Canadians were watching the game. A 
film crew had also been following the Canadian players, and the sum 
total left de Pencier with access to “time capsules” that had been “unseen 
for 50 years.” 
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He also gained access to many of the surviving participants from the 
Series, including Henderson, Ken Dryden and Peter Mahovlich. Several 
Soviet stars — notably goaltender Vladislav Tretiak — have also been 
given a voice over the four episodes. 

“The story is worth retelling, because some people actually haven’t heard 
it,” said Ravi Baichwal, who is a co-director on the project. “Because it 
was so momentous athletically and socially and politically — and creating 
awareness about Canada’s place in the world — it’s a story that has 
relevance (in) today’s context.” 

What about the younger viewers? 

In 1987, Wayne Gretzky dropped a pass to Mario Lemieux at the top of 
the faceoff circle in Hamilton, Ont., leading to a dramatic winning goal 
against the Soviets at the Canada Cup. Sidney Crosby scored to win 
Olympic gold in 2010. Marie-Philip Poulin is called “Captain Clutch” for a 
very good reason. 

Different generations of Canadian hockey fans can lay claim to different 
moments of victory. One of the most difficult challenges de Pencier said 
his documentary crew faced was balancing the nostalgic expectations of 
an older audience while also connecting with younger — or less 
emotionally-invested — viewers. 

In 1972, Canada had already gone 20 years since its last Olympic gold-
medal win. (Women’s hockey was not included in the Olympic roster until 
1998.) The Canadians were also enduring a prolonged drought at the 
world championships. The country’s best — the NHL players — were 
excluded from both events. 

The Summit Series set out to change that. With NHL stars on the roster, 
some pundits suggested the Canadians would sweep all eight games 
against the Soviets. Some Canadian players proudly partied harder than 
they trained during the pre-series camp in Toronto. The documentary has 
an old interview with forward Phil Esposito, with a reporter asking about 
the Canadian training regimen leading into the Series. 

“(Coach) Harry (Sinden) made a comment on the weekend saying that 
the Russians get up at 6 o’clock in the morning to run around their hotel 
to keep in shape,” the reporter says, “and some of you fellas are just 
coming in at that time.” Esposito responds: “That’s their fault for getting 
up that early.” 

Those good vibes were shattered when the Soviets won the opening 
game, 7-3, in Montreal. In telling the story, de Pencier said the focus 
lands sharpest on the emotional beats of the series, rather than on play-
by-play of the games. That context, he said, can fill the gaps for viewers 
who might not already feel a connection to the Series. 

“It resonates anew when we tell it the way we tell it now,” said Baichwal, 
a Canadian journalist based in Chicago. “We build the drama of it, and 
we bring people along to understand why it meant so much to the people 
back then, and how that reflected in terms of their Canadian nationhood. 

“And that is a relevant story every night of the week in Canada today: 
What does it mean to be Canadian?” 

Upon video review: Were Canadians the villains? 

Canadian forward Bobby Clarke chopped Soviet star Valeri Kharlamov 
across the ankle with a two-handed slash in Game 6, effectively ending 
his opponent’s series. Winger J.P. Parise came within an inch of carving 
referee Josef Kompalla like a holiday turkey in Game 8, wielding his stick 
above his head in a moment of frustration. 

In the domestic version of the story, the Canadian players rallied to 
victory around a shared sense of grit and determination. A sober review 
of the tape five decades later raises a challenge to that view. 

“Totally legit in terms of a lot of play that would not be countenanced 
today,” said de Pencier. “Does that make us villains? I’m not going to 
impose moral values on a nation of hockey-lovers. I would be a fool. I 
think there’s some amount of presenting it without sugar-coating 
anything, and then everyone’s going to find their reaction.” 

Canadian players also alleged wrongdoing at the hands of Soviet 
players. 

“In the end, there were villainous parts that were played, perhaps, by the 
Canadians,” said Baichwal. “But we’re not the villains, because we end 
up being taught a lesson as a hockey-playing nation. We end up having 
our hubris thrown back at us.” 

Is Alan Eagleson involved? 

Alan Eagleson was a lawyer who, in 1967, helped establish the NHL 
Players’ Association. He was a driving force behind the 1972 Summit 
Series. In time, he would also be disbarred, erased from the Hockey Hall 
of Fame, stripped of the Order of Canada and sent to a Toronto jail. 

In 1998, he served six months of an 18-month sentence for fraud. 

He was interviewed for the documentary, but there is no mention of his 
criminal history. 

“It was political to include Eagleson at all,” said de Pencier. “We don’t 
have any context for that. The people who know will know. Is it relevant? 
Maybe? Was there really room for it, or an elegant way to include it? We 
didn’t find one.” 

Baichwal said some players still defend Eagleson, while others have 
gone on record saying they want nothing to do with him. 

“It was a very tough call,” he said. “But to ignore Alan Eagleson in this 
wouldn’t, I think, have been journalistically accurate to help tell the story. 
He’s in it where he needs to be in it, and that’s pretty much it.” 

What should Canadians take away from it? 

Canadian hockey is facing a moment of reckoning. Youth registration 
plummeted as rinks re-opened in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which exacerbated underlying trends. Hockey Canada is facing questions 
not just from the federal government, but also from its corporate partners 
and from the local associations, which are the lifeblood of the game. 

The documentary does not deal with the latter, but it does deal with the 
former, and how the game has not kept up with the pace of change in 
Canada. 

“Hockey, by no means is it close to where many people would like it to be 
in terms of diversity, in terms of openness,” said Baichwal. “There are 
emotional barriers. There are concerns about violence. There’s obviously 
the cost issue. And we get into all of these things.” 

“It feels like they’re always playing catch-up,” said de Pencier. “And it 
really doesn’t serve the sport, I don’t think, and it certainly doesn’t serve 
its position as an organizing idea for Canadian identity. If it can’t evolve 
fast enough, it’s going to get left behind.” 

The Athletic LOADED: 08.31.2022 
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Hockey Canada president Scott Smith, executive team have support 
from board of directors 

 

The Athletic Staff 

 

Hockey Canada’s president Scott Smith and his executive team have the 
“support of the Board of Hockey Canada,” Andrea Skinner, interim chair 
of the board said in a statement Monday. 

The federation has come under fire in recent months for its handling of 
sexual assault allegations involving members of the 2003 and 2018 
Canadian World Junior teams in separate incidents. Members of 
Parliament have also called for Hockey Canada executives to resign, 
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calling for new leadership. Halifax Police has also reopened an 
investigation surrounding members of the 2003 Canadian World Junior 
team. 

go-deeper 

GO DEEPER 

One night in London: Allegations of sexual assault and a reckoning for 
Hockey Canada 

“Our Board is focused on facilitating the implementation of programs for 
girls and boys and men and women across the country. We are 
committed to improve our game, including through our governance 
review, the implementation of our Action Plan and other programs. We 
look forward to informing Canadians about the work and objectives of the 
Board, and our ongoing efforts to restore the trust of Canadians in 
hockey and Hockey Canada,” Skinner said in the statement. 

go-deeper 

GO DEEPER 

Hockey Canada timeline: Major developments so far 

Earlier this month, it was announced that Hockey Canada would be 
subject to an independent review of its governance structure led by 
former Supreme Court Justice Hon. Thomas Cromwell, CC. The still 
unnamed alleged victim from the 2018 World Junior lawsuit also spoke 
publicly about the case earlier this month, saying they wanted 
“consequences for actions and some accountability.” 

The Athletic LOADED: 08.31.2022 
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Sportsnet.ca / USA gets upper hand in heated, physical game vs. 
Canada at WWHC 

 

Kristina Rutherford 

 

By the time Hilary Knight slapped one into an empty Canadian net and 
one of her brothers got up against the glass and started ringing a 
cowbell, it was definitely all over for the reigning world and Olympic 
champions from Canada. 

On Tuesday at KVIK Hockey Arena in Herning, Denmark, the Americans 
got the best of Canada in the best rivalry in sports, earning a 5-2 victory 
to enter the knockout stage of the IIHF women’s world championship as 
the top seed, and undefeated, to boot. 

But despite the lopsided score in this meeting of the top two teams in 
hockey, the game was mighty heated, and more back-and-forth than the 
score line indicates. Canada stormed out to a 2-0 lead in the first and the 
Americans tied things up in the second, leaving yet another game 
between these two nations to be decided in the final period. 

Team USA sure stepped up: They scored three more times to make it 
five unanswered goals, securing the win in this final game of the 
preliminary round. Next up, the Americans will face Hungary in the 
quarter-final, while Canada plays Sweden. Those games are coming up 
on Thursday. 

But first, let’s take a look at some standout moments from what could be 
(and will be, barring a major upset) a preview of the gold medal 
showdown that’s set for Sunday, Sept. 4 at 1:30 p.m. ET. 

Women’s World Hockey Championship: Everything you need to know 

The 2022 Women’s World Hockey Championship is underway from 
Denmark and Sportsnet.ca has coverage of Team Canada’s quest to 
defend their gold medal. 

Stories, standings, schedule 

Scoring leaders 

Coyne strikes 

This American team features an incredibly potent offence, and they’d 
scored a tournament-leading 25 goals in their three games prior to this 
one. There’s so much firepower on this squad. 

But, until Tuesday, the team’s plucky captain had yet to light the lamp. 
Kendall Coyne Schofield got that monkey off her back against Canada, 
though, and it was a big one. The six-time world champion scored to give 
the Americans a 4-2 lead and some breathing room with a little more 
than six minutes to go in the third period. 

Just prior to the goal, Coyne Schofield had been knocked down at 
Canada’s blue line (this game was mighty physical). As her team gained 
possession and started pressing — Canadian goalie Emerance 
Maschmeyer made three or four big saves — Coyne Schofield planted 
her five-foot-two self in front of the net, jumped on a loose puck and fired 
it past Maschmeyer. Then she pumped both fists while her teammates 
covered her with hugs. 

Coyne Schofield’s goal was her team’s incredible 29th of this 
tournament. The Americans have scored a whopping 30 goals in four 
games, and the playoffs are still ahead. 

Maschmeyer’s debut and the goaltending situation 

Canada started Maschmeyer in net on Tuesday, and it was her first 
game at these world championships. The 27-year-old from outside 
Edmonton played well — she made quite a few big saves in the early 
goings, and was beaten for the first time on a whiffed Megan Keller shot 
from the point that bounced off one of Maschmeyer’s teammates and in. 

Though Maschmeyer played well and deserves to see more time, she’s 
not considered Canada’s No. 1 between the pipes. That’s been Ann-
Renee Desbiens’ job to lose. Desbiens backstopped this team to the 
2021 world championship title (Canada’s first in nearly a decade) and the 
Olympic gold medal earlier this year. If these teams meet again, the 
expectation is head coach Troy Ryan will opt to start Desbiens. 

The Americans have also been splitting time between two goalies: Nicole 
Hensley, who started on Tuesday, and Maddie Rooney, who has two 
games under her belt and has given up just one goal. In all, Team USA 
has given up just three goals all tournament. 

The turning point 

Canada got out to an early lead thanks to goals from Ella Shelton (more 
on her goal later) and Sarah Fillier, who now has a tournament-leading 
four goals, tied with Sweden’s Hanna Olsson and Natalie Mlynkova of 
Czechia. 

Though the Americans responded to tie things up in the second, the 
turning point came on the prettiest goal of this game, early in the third 
period. 

That’s when American Lacey Eden got a beautiful cross-ice feed from 
Savannah Harmon, and from the right faceoff dot, snapped a laser beam 
over Maschmeyer’s right shoulder to give her team the 3-2 lead. And the 
Americans never looked back. 

Earlier this year, Eden was centralized ahead of the Olympics, but she 
didn’t crack Team USA’s final roster. 

Ella Shelton ends America’s perfect kill 

The Americans gave up their first power-play goal of this tournament, 
and it happened thanks to the efforts of Canadian defender Ella Shelton, 
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who was grinning ear-to-ear after she gave her team a 2-0 lead (which 
quickly evaporated) on Tuesday. 

Shelton was parked right on the doorstep of the American net, and she 
jumped on a loose puck after teammate Victoria Bach got a shot away. It 
marked Shelton’s first-ever goal against the Americans on the senior 
international stage. 

Shelton, 24, from Ingersoll, Ont., is one of few members of this Canadian 
team who has only tasted the sweetness of victory. Her lone two 
appearances on the biggest stages with the senior team were the world 
championships last year and the Olympics earlier this year. Canada, of 
course, won both. 

Shelton was Canada’s seventh defender in Beijing at the Olympics, and 
now she’s getting power play time. That marked her second goal of the 
tournament. 

Right (Knight) on the cusp of history 

Hilary Knight had her 85th career point at this tournament in the second 
period on a secondary assist, but on further review, that point was 
reassigned to a teammate. 

But the 33-year-old American put in No. 85 rather emphatically — a 
slapshot from the high slot, into an empty net. And that was a big empty-
netter: Knight is now just two points away from being the all-time leading 
point-getter in this tournament’s history. 

The current holder of that record with 86 points is none other than 
Canada’s own Hayley Wickenheiser. 

Knight’s parents and brother are at the tournament in Denmark — her 
dad had the biggest smile after his daughter scored Tuesday. They’re no 
doubt hoping to see Knight make history, and also capture what would be 
an incredible ninth world championship title. 

If that were to happen, you’d probably be hearing a whole lot of cowbell, 
courtesy of Knight’s family. 

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 08.31.2022 


